TDSi Launches New Track and Trace Function to Help Customers Manage COVID-19 Containment
New module for security manufacturer’s EXgarde security management software helps all types of
organisation track potential infection transmission, using access control data

Poole, 1st May 2020 – Integrated security manufacturer TDSi is proud to announce the launch of the
new free Track and Trace module for its powerful EXgarde security management software. Track
and Trace is designed to help organisations investigate and map the movement of people
potentially infected with COVID-19 (or any other dangerous pathogen), so those who have come
into potential contact can isolate or seek medical testing/assistance.
TDSi’s Managing Director, John Davies commented, “The Track and Trace module has been rapidly
developed in response to global requirements to help contain and fight the spread of COVID-19.
Access control systems are very well placed to not only restrict movement but also to accurately
record it. TDSi has an ongoing mission of delivering peace of mind, so we are offering Track and Trace
as a free download to all users of EXgarde as part of our commitment to help organisations meet the
current pandemic needs and requirements.”
TDSi’s Track and Trace module uses the company’s powerful EXgarde software to make a detailed
database enquiry, reporting on the movements of specific individuals as they pass through secured
access points.
Installed as an application in the EXgarde system, it gives an accurate account of other individuals that
have used access points that the infectious person has been in contact with. This data helps managers
assess and test those in potential danger of infection, as well as enabling the cleaning of relevant areas
and the introduction of isolation measures where appropriate.
John added, “A big part of bringing the COVID-19 pandemic to heel is tracking infections and
preventing the further spread of the disease. We have already seen the likes of Apple and Google
working on smartphone apps to track contact by infected people, but this requires individuals to
actively participate. On the other hand, electronic access control systems do not just rely on people
having the right device and app in place, they can track anyone who enters a secured area via their
credentials.”
As a free addition to TDSi EXgarde installations, Track and Trace is perfect for any type of organisation
and facility. From office and business premises (ranging from SMEs to large multi-national Enterprise),
to factories and logistics centres, utilities sites, schools, universities (including multi-site and large
campuses), and crucial hospitals and healthcare centres.

At any given time, EXgarde provides a quick but detailed view of how many occupants are within a
designated area, with all the access events of any keyholder. Operators can use the TDSi EXPostOffice
tool to get notifications of events (focusing on specific key holders and/or the readers that have been
touched).
John concluded, “Governments around the world are setting in motion plans for testing, tracking and
tracing as a way of bringing their populations and economies out of lockdown. Security systems can
play a vital part in assisting in these efforts. TDSi is immensely proud to be assisting by ensuring our
systems enable security operators to take a decisive lead in limiting the spread of infection.”
To download TDSi’s Track and Trace for EXgarde for free, please visit: https://tdsi-productregistration.com/. The TDSi team can also help with bespoke requirements, please contact +44
(0)1202 723535 or email sales@tdsi.co.uk to discuss your requirements.
For more information on TDSi please visit: www.tdsi.co.uk

About TDSi
TDSi (www.tdsi.co.uk) is part of the Vitaprotech group (www.vitaprotech.com/en/) of companies,
which has a combined turnover of €54m and over 300 employees. The group’s mission is to secure
physical access to critical in two areas: perimeter intrusion detection and access control and security.
Established in 1982, TDSi has been at the forefront of the Access Control and integrated security
management market for over 37 years. TDSi’s diverse and comprehensive product range encompasses
Access Control Systems, Biometric Readers, Security Management software, IP CCTV Video
Management Software. The portfolio can be easily integrated into other security and BMS applications
and can be deployed at businesses and organisations of all sizes and types. TDSi is also proud to
integrate with some of the leading manufacturers in the security industry, including Milestone,
Hanwha Techwin, Panasonic, Ela Soft, SimonsVoss, Assa Abloy and Texecom.
With customers all around the world, millions of people every day rely on TDSi cards to gain secure,
reliable access to installations. ISO9001 accredited, TDSi’s access controls range from standalone
products to networked and integrated systems for all sectors. The company has customers across a
wide range of areas including: Healthcare, Finance/Banking, Education, Transportation, Ports and
Airports, Utilities, Industrial and Commercial/Retail.
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